
I thank my God in all my remembrance of you, always in every prayer of mine for you all making my prayer with joy, because of 
your partnership in the gospel from the first day until now. And I am sure of this, that he who began a good work in you will bring 
it to completion at the day of Jesus Christ.   —Philippians 1:3-4 
Looking back. Looking ahead. 
They say that “hindsight is 20/20” . . . that you can see the past with much more clarity than the present. We see in these verses from Philippians that Paul is 
indeed looking back, remembering the church at Philippi with joy and giving thanks to God, not just for the Philippians themselves but for the gospel 
progress that their “partnership” is producing. This kind of hindsight is good for the church. As 2017 draws to a close it is especially poignant to reflect on the 
past year in the life of the church—to celebrate milestones, to remember the many people who work together week after week to bring LBC to life, to tell our 
story to one another all over again, and to give thanks to God every step of the way because we know that every good thing comes from Him.  
But of course Paul, although he was writing from a Roman prison, was never one to stay “stuck” in the past. Though his future must have looked bleak from 
that prison cell he writes with great hope: “He who began a good work in you will bring it to completion…”  
We’re glad to report that the future of Lake Baldwin Church is far from bleak—in fact we’re very excited about sustaining and growing our existing 
ministries in 2018 while highlighting a few focused initiatives. In this issue of BackStory we will look back (as the name suggests) but we will also look ahead 
to the future, resting in the hopeful promise that God will continue the great work that He has begun in our own hearts, in our church, in our community, 
and throughout the world. 

by Joel Pollard, Director of Worship 
As I reflect on the past year, I’m blown away by the ways our congregation 
has grown through the practice of weekly corporate worship. If you’ve 
been around LBC even for just a short amount of time, you’ll notice that 
we place a big priority on corporate worship. We strongly believe that the 
weekly worship service is the primary means by which God grows us in 
grace and disciples us to be more like Christ. 
I’m convinced that the people of LBC have experienced nothing short of 
tremendous growth through this avenue. God continues to use the 
preaching, singing, reading, and praying in profound ways to grow and 
shape our hearts week in and week out. With this in mind, I’m thrilled and 
excited for 2018 because it represents another year in which we can expect 
God to do mighty things in our hearts and in his kingdom.  
There are two specific things heading into 2018 that I’m most excited 
about. First, we’ll be using the New City Catechism as the consistent 
thread in our worship services. Those of you who were here in 2016 will 
remember that we read through the Heidelberg Catechism over the 
course of the year. This will be a similar experience, with one notable 
distinction. The Heidelberg was written almost 500 years ago, whereas the 
New City was written this decade. Though it is modified from historical 
creeds and catechisms, I believe this modernized catechism will speak to 
our cultural questions in plain language without compromising the truths 
of the Gospel. 
Secondly, I’m thrilled to be planning for the 
numerical growth of our congregation, 
especially as it relates to our worship service 
space and needs. The church leaders are in 
discussion about a couple of options, and 
further plans and decisions will be triggered 
based on specific growth milestones.  
If you remember last year’s Easter service in the gym, that will give you a 
glimpse into what the future may hold for us in the coming year…  

by Mike Tilley, Senior Pastor 

But in your hearts set apart Christ as Lord. Always be prepared to 
give an answer to everyone who asks you to give the reason for the 
hope that you have. But do this with gentleness and respect. 

—1 Peter 3:15 

LBC has a big heart for reaching people who do 
not yet have a personal faith in Christ. So, each 
year we ask ourselves how we are doing with this 
part of our vision. 
A couple of encouraging things: we saw several 
people receive Christ this year, and more people at 
LBC building relationships with people outside the 
church. Our bridge events and publicity give us 
visibility in the community and get the word out. 
One helpful piece of feedback: a number of people 
expressed a desire for more equipping of our 
congregation in sharing their faith. Next year we 
plan to offer sermons and a Learning Cohort on 
the specific topic of evangelism. The more we talk with folks in our 
church, the more we realize that people would like some tracks to run on. 
Here are four practical tracks that we’ll talk about in the coming year: 
1. Friendships with people who are far from God. 
2. Faithful prayer for friends and family members who do not yet know 

Christ. 
3. Forums where seekers can explore the faith, such as our worship 

service and the home dinner group series, Christianity Explored. The 
popular event Beer With Dead Guys also has great potential as a safe, 
relaxed forum. We might not all be evangelists, but we can all be 
bringers. 

4. A framework (outline) for sharing the gospel. When people are 
prepared by the Holy Spirit to hear the gospel, we need to be ready to 
tell them. 

Since the gospel is “the power of God for salvation” we can move forward 
by faith as we offer hope to a needy world. 

by Katie Pollard, Communications Director 
What do we mean when we talk about “communications” at LBC? First, this refers to keeping the congregation informed about upcoming events and 
opportunities—but it’s more than just making announcements. Our usual communication tools include the Weekly Update email, the Community Life 
segment of the Worship Service, and the website. My goal is not only to provide information but to consistently and creatively tell the beautiful story of 
what God is doing at LBC.  
There are two primary areas where I believe our communication strategies can improve in 2018:  
First, I want every member (and active attender) of Lake Baldwin Church to feel as if they have their finger on the “pulse” of what’s happening at LBC. This 
means we have to tell the story of all the specific ways LBC is acting on our vision: bringing the good news of the gospel to the lost, the found, the city, and 
the world. Our hope in the coming year is to regularly feature these four aspects of our mission on Sunday mornings during Community Life, as well as to 
identify leaders who will champion all our various ministry efforts.  
Second, our communication must have an “outward face” just like every other ministry. My dream is that one day no one living in Baldwin Park will be able 
to say they’ve never heard of Lake Baldwin Church. I believe we can leverage our existing outreach events, our social media presence, and other yet-
untapped tools to let everyone around us know that we are right here in the heart of Baldwin Park and that we are a hospitable community where everyone 
is welcome. 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by Katie Pollard 
But grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus 
Christ.   —2 Peter 3:18 

We believe that discipleship is already happening in every corner of Lake 
Baldwin Church. The worship service shapes and retunes our hearts week 
after week. In Community Groups we encourage and challenge one 
another, bear one another’s burdens, and explore how the gospel applies 
to our daily lives. When we sacrifice our time to serve we become more 
like Christ. The ordinary “means of grace” are all powerful discipleship 
pathways when we faithfully and regularly pursue God through prayer, 
Scripture, sacraments, and by participating in the life of the church. 
One of my greatest joys this year has been leading a weekly Bible study for 
women in their early twenties. This gathering has some elements of a 
community group—we keep up with one another’s lives and pray for each 
other regularly—but it is better described as a Learning Cohort. LBC has 
offered numerous cohorts over the past three years, some of which have 
been widely promoted, and others that have been offered to small groups 
of people for a particular purpose (for example, training new church 
officers). A Learning Cohort differs from a Community Group in a couple 
of key ways: 1) cohorts usually have a brief, set time-frame rather than 
assuming an indefinite commitment, and 2) cohorts are an opportunity to 
“go deep” and study in a more intensive environment. Past cohorts have 
covered a wide variety of topics including theological education, church 
history, leadership training, financial stewardship, and more. Learning 
Cohorts can be scheduled based on the preferences of the participants, 
with the expectation that everyone is committed to attending faithfully 
and completing the study together. This high-commitment but short-
term format works well for spiritual education and allows for deeper and 
more focused study than a community group. 
Our goal for 2018 is to increase the frequency and availability of Learning 
Cohorts so that in-depth spiritual education is readily accessible to 
everyone in the congregation. This likely means that we will offer Sunday 
morning classes on a more regular basis, based on the success of the 
Reformation class this Fall, which was taught by Richard Hostetter. We 
are excited to prayerfully see who God will raise up in the coming year (in 
addition to the pastors, staff members, and elders) to continue to teach 
and disciple believers at LBC. 

by Joe White & Mike Tilley 
In Jeremiah 29, God tells the Israelites who are in exile in Babylon to seek 
the peace and prosperity of the city, though it was not their true home.  On 
this side of God’s renewal of all things, we too live in a world that is not 
truly home.  Yet the calling on the Christian is to likewise seek the peace 
and prosperity of the environments in which God has placed us, for his 
glory. We want to be known as a church that cares deeply about Orlando.  
So many at LBC have a heart for serving the city! What are some of the 
ways that we can express our heart for the city in 2018? 
1. We’ll continue to highlight and champion partner organizations with 

expertise and experience. For example, Chris Kendall and Angela 
Stromberg will continue to champion Jobs Partnership. Many at LBC 
already offer time or volunteer support to organizations such as 
Elevate Orlando, 306 Foundation, Grace Medical Home, and others. 

2. Community Group leaders have asked us to highlight opportunities 
for CG’s to serve the city together. Some groups have already paved 
the way in 2017, and we’d love to see more of that in 2018. 

3. We have a goal of offering 2-4 church-wide opportunities such as 
Habitat for Humanity and SPLASH Serves. 

In many cases God has brought the city to us! We’re grateful for a 
growing deacon team that offers assistance through the deacons fund and 
cares for those God brings our way. 
 

 
by Mike Tilley 
And he made from one man every nation of mankind to live on all the 
face of the earth, having determined allotted periods and the 
boundaries of their dwelling place, that they should seek God, and 
perhaps feel their way toward him and find him.   —Acts 17:26-27 
In a world of turmoil the gospel is going forth to every nation in the world. 
Did you know that some of the most rapid church expansion is happening 
in Iran and among Iranians living in Turkey? This is an exciting time for 
LBC to connect with what God is doing globally. 
Under the guidance of the Global Missions 
Team, LBC has formed partnerships in East 
Asia, Mexico, and throughout Europe. Beyond 
that, LBC members are connected to ministry 
efforts in Nicaragua, Africa, Japan and the 
Middle East. As a church we are supporting 
missionaries focused on gospel work in London, 
Toulouse (France), La Paz (Mexico), and a 
remote unreached people group in Asia. 
What are we trusting God for in 2018? 
• A medical mission to Nicaragua April 7-15, 

spearheaded by Brita Zuehlke and Angela 
Robinson. 

• Encouragement of LBC members preparing to 
take the gospel to Bangkok, Thailand and 
Senegal, West Africa. 

• Serving a Europe-wide pastors and families retreat with International 
Christian Community October 29-November 2. 

• Praying for and highlighting the missionaries we currently support. 
• Encouraging and praying for the many LBC members making a 

difference as they travel to different parts of the world. 
• Laying the foundation for work with international students right here in 

Orlando! This will be led by LBC member and Jesus Film staff worker 
Don Dearing. 

Long term, our dream is to work with missionaries to plant thriving, 
gospel-centered churches among the nations. 

by Joe White, Assistant Pastor 
As we look back, 2017 was a BIG year for community groups at LBC.  Here 
are a few things worth highlighting: 
• New Community Groups!  Brand new leaders have stepped up, opened 

up their homes to believers and seekers alike, and provided atmospheres 
where people can grow in their faith. A couple of the new groups I’m 
excited about are the “Family Community Groups”, also known as the 
“beauty in the chaos” groups, as parents bring their kids along with 
them! We’ve found this to be a rich relationship building time for the 
adults and the children. In addition, the kids get the rich experience of 
witnessing their parents study the Bible, a formative memory we hope 
will stick with them into adulthood.   

• Community Groups Serving!  Multiple community groups this year have 
participated in grassroots service opportunities. We love it when groups 
take the initiative to put action behind our vision to bring the good 
news of the gospel to our city. 

• Community Group Leader Training!  As we do every year, in September 
we had two Community Group Leader Huddles for leadership training 
and alignment. These huddles were an exciting opportunity to put our 
heads together as leaders and better equip ourselves for the future.   

As we head into 2018, I’m excited about the future development of our 
groups ministry at LBC.  Our vision is to create environments where we 
Encounter Christ Together, Share Our Lives with One Another, and Love Our 
City Well.  In addition to starting several new groups this coming year, we 
plan to implement our vision through a community group wide roll out of 
our “Discover Grace” class as a video series.  Our hope is that through this 
series, more and more folks in our church will come to experience the 
power of the means of grace in their growth process.   
Oh and by the way, if you’re reading this right now and you’re not yet in a 
community group, let me take this opportunity to encourage you to 
connect with one.  This is the best way to find family in LBC, and grow 
alongside brothers and sisters in Christ.   
As Scot Shiflett remarked last year, “Our community group is why we 
stuck at LBC.”   
To learn more about how you can get involved, visit the online group 
directory: www.lakebaldwinchurch.com/community-groups 

serving our city
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by Heather Shiflett, SPLASH Kids Director 
“Thus out of small beginnings greater things have been produced by 
His hand that made all things of nothing and gives being to all things 
that are.  And as one small candle may light a thousand, so the light 
here kindled hath shone unto many…let the glorious name of Jehovah 
have all the praise.”   

— Governor William Bradford of Massachusetts 
Isn’t that beautiful?  What an inspiring reminder… small beginnings are 
not without worth.  One small candle matters.  At this writing I have a 
“small candle” sleeping on my lap.  One of the wonderful privileges of 
parenting a 16-year old and a 3-year old at the same time is the 
perspective it allows.  The parenting perspective God has graciously given 
over the last few years has contributed to an idea worth exploring in 
Splash. It is the idea of starting with the end in mind. 
To start with the end in mind, we have to ask, “What is the end goal?” 
What is the Lord calling us to accomplish with children and youth?  What 
do we prayerfully hope the hallmarks of Lake Baldwin Church children 
will be?  When one of our sons or daughters leaves home for college, for 
what do we want them to be known?   If we say, perhaps, that we want 
their hearts to beat for the good news of the gospel to transform the lost, 
the found, the city and the world, how do we get there?   In 2018, Mark 
McKinney and I will begin developing a plan to do just that!  We will be 
focusing our curriculum and events in a manner that will introduce and 
expose Lake Baldwin children and youth to the four parts of our vision 
statement in an age appropriate manner. 
One way Splash hopes to move toward this goal is by hosting events that 
correspond to each aspect of our vision statement beginning with a 
Science Lyceum.  There are friends all around us who believe that faith 
and science are not compatible.   Who better to welcome those with 
differing beliefs than the ones called to love their neighbor as themselves? 
Science offers an incredible opportunity to rub shoulders with those of 
differing beliefs and enjoy a time of learning centered around what we 
hold in common, a love of science.  Maybe some believe science reveals 
the mind of God and others do not. But, to graciously interact on the 
basis of a common appreciation, and then, watch the Holy Spirit do His 
work… that’s gold!  And, that’s the heart of Splash! 
A few other instrumental objectives for Splash 2018 include: 
• Identifying additional space for growth and expansion 
• Hosting our first Splash Team Development and Training session 
• Creating a smooth transition from Splash to Youth Group and Worship 
In a few days we will be lighting candles at our Christmas Eve service.  As 
you observe the warm glow of light envelop the room, will you think of 
William Bradford’s words and pray for the small beginnings in Splash? 
Will you pray that one small candle will grow to light a thousand? And 
will you join them in saying,  
“This little light of mine, I’m going to let it shine !” 

 
by Mark McKinney, Youth Director 
‘Everything we do is about enabling, equipping and empowering 
young people to become Sons and Daughters of God by grace and 
live increasingly devoted to Him for the rest of their lives. The 
unbelievable privilege is that in Youth Ministry, we get to be a part of 
what God is doing in growing young people into fully devoted 
followers of Him.’ 
I’ve always been drawn to the power of potential of what could be under 
God and I’m looking forward to what 2018 will bring as we continue to 
move forward in Lake Baldwin Youth. It is an honor to come alongside 
young people, have them be continually impacted by the Gospel and 
show them what it looks like to be a fully devoted follower of Jesus Christ. 
My heart is for this youth ministry at LBC to flourish and be a place where 
young people find life in all its fullness (John 10:10). I’ve spent the last few 
months learning, evaluating our current realities, and praying about our 
direction for the future. There are two main areas of strategic focus that, 
in complete dependence upon God, I believe will bring us into an 
increasingly God-honoring future in 2018 and beyond!  
1. Building a healthy and high-impact Youth Volunteer Leadership team is one 
of my focused plans for the future. When a team of fully devoted disciples 
get serious about serving, giving their very best, using their spiritual gifts 
and growing personal leadership, we are in the best place for great gospel 
ministry. Beginning in January, the youth leadership team will be meeting 
monthly to develop as leaders and work through strategy for the future. 
We’ve already been meeting to spend time and energy crafting a vision for 
those far from God and those in the Kingdom.  
2. Engaging, relevant and life-changing ministry. I would like our teams to 
become stronger in relational discipleship and empowering young people 
to walk in all the ways God has called them to. That’s why we will take 
meeting with young people seriously, actively looking for ways to disciple 
and encourage the students. We’re also going to spend time recreating 
and investing in our weekly Sunday night gathering, working to make that 
an increasingly engaging, relevant and life-changing space. My hope is to 
see not only numerical but spiritual growth as we move into 2018.  
I’m working on a short and long term strategic plan that will involve a 
new Summer Camp, social events, evangelistic opportunities and 
eventually separate middle and high school ministries, although that 
change is way down the line. Getting creative with our existing meeting 
space has been a challenge and we continue to pray for a venue that 
meets all our needs.  
Additionally, it’s worth celebrating the open doors to us at Glenridge FCA, 
with around 75 middle school kids attending, which I’m involved with 
every Friday morning. There’s some great progress for us over at Winter 
Park High School as I’m currently pursuing a way for us to serve in that 
FCA regularly, as well.  

 

by Katie Pollard 
“Now there are varieties of gifts, but the same Spirit ; and there are varieties of service, but the same Lord . . .”   —1 Corinthians 12:4 
It is no secret that it takes a veritable army of volunteers to make a Lake Baldwin Church service come to life every week. And truth be told, it’s easy to be 
overwhelmed by the sheer amount of manpower it takes to transform Glenridge Middle School into a fully functioning church every Sunday. But I believe 
that when we are tempted to complain or despair, we may be forgetting that serving one another has always been a vital part of the Christian life. In fact, 
service is something that God calls each of us to, not just to accomplish tasks, but to advance God’s kingdom in a powerful way, all the while transforming 
our own hearts more into Christ’s likeness. 
We have strengthened the volunteer system enormously in the past year, particularly in SPLASH Kids, but there is a continual need to replenish the system 
with new volunteers so that people who have been serving for a long time are able to rotate off or join a different team. We know that there are seasons of 
life when serving on a regular basis isn’t possible, and the staff and team leaders are doing everything we can to stay in touch with volunteers and respect 
the boundaries and needs of each person. One advancement this year has been migrating all volunteer scheduling into Planning Center Online. This web-
based system helps team leaders keep up with individual scheduling preferences and prevents us from double-scheduling people who serve on multiple 
teams. We appreciate your patience and participation as we continue to learn how best to use this tool in our context.  
It’s great to increase in number, and it’s fun to implement new tools and systems to make us more efficient, but my dream for 2018 has nothing to do with 
those practical things. I believe it’s far more important to pray that the Spirit will inspire each of us to serve one another and the church with glad hearts, 
that every person at LBC will find a meaningful place to use his or her unique gifts, that whether we see the fruits of our labor or not we will joyfully sacrifice 
our time and comfort to serve, and that God will richly bless each of us as we humbly participate in the grace of service.  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by TJ Sellers 
Do you remember the first time you walked through the doors of LBC? 
Did it feel awkward? Did you know anybody? Did you feel welcomed?   
Many people in our congregation (including myself) would say that the 
hospitality, warmth and friendship that our church body demonstrates to 
first time visitors is a key reason they came back to LBC for a second visit. 
This generates a positive buzz within our congregation about having a 
welcoming environment, and can leave us thinking that we have that box 
checked. However, the reality is we probably never hear the negative 
feedback from the people who slip through the cracks and never 
experience the connectedness that many of us cherish. 
There is no doubt that LBC already has a welcoming environment that 
most people experience, but as the Lord continues to add to our number, 
maintaining this culture becomes increasingly challenging. As we 
anticipate an even greater number of new faces visiting LBC in 2018, we 
are trusting God to grow our capacity to help each person connect into 
healthy relationships that will help them thrive spiritually. To do so, we 
will be building on the already well-established assimilation plan that 
includes elements such as Sunday worship, welcome lunches, membership 
classes, community groups and service. We believe that each of these are 
key steps to helping individuals become fully connected into the LBC 
community. 
In 2018, a new Connect Team will form to focus on helping new attendees 
(and long-time attendees who are on the fringes) assimilate into the life of 
the church. The formal team will be small, but impact will be widespread 
as we aim to mobilize our entire congregation to participate in helping 
those around you connect into community, discipleship and service. The 
team will be responsible for refining and communicating the assimilation 
strategy to the congregation, managing our existing greeting team, 
expanding our “welcome” efforts to after the service, and developing a 
plan for following up with our guests. 
Despite the growth of our staff team in 2017, the increase in attendance at 
LBC is outpacing the ability of our staff to follow-up with all new 
attendees in a meaningful way. Similar to broad-based giving, we want 
our entire congregation to participate in our effort to help newcomers 
flourish at LBC. Often times, this is as simple as extending an invitation to 
lunch after church, your next community group meeting or just 
introducing them to another member at LBC. When it comes to 
assimilation, many hands make light work. 

 

 
by Mike Tilley 
We just completed our annual church-wide assessment, and we received 
consistently positive feedback about our LBC staff team. Two “milestones” 
from this past year were the hiring of Heather Shiflett and Mark 
McKinney, and we love how they have rounded out our team. 
In light of the growth of SPLASH, we were excited to be able to hire Sam 
Stotts as SPLASH assistant. We are also very pleased with our four hourly 
workers—Christina, Merisa, Suzi, and Adrienne—who help give 
consistency to our nursery and preschool classes. In the youth group, 
Mark McKinney has taken the baton and is providing a great environment 
for growth. 
Under the leadership of Joel Pollard, LBC continues to have consistent, 
well-planned, heart-engaging, gospel-rich worship. Joel excels at 
attracting and working with volunteers for both music and A/V. Katie 
Pollard works closely with Joel on the worship service while serving full-
time as our administrative manager. Katie has used her gifts to help us 
make great strides in communication, marketing, financial stewardship, 
and volunteer coordination. 
We have all grown through Joe White’s preaching and leadership of 
Community Groups. We hired Joe to help us get to the “next 200” and we 
are right on track. In 2018 we look forward to the milestone of voting as a 
congregation to call Joe White as our associate pastor. This will solidify 
our long-term commitment to Joe, as well as his long-term commitment 
to LBC. That vote will happen in the spring of 2018. 
Molly Tilley continues to play a vital role on the staff team, which this year 
included a stint as interim SPLASH director. We both continue to give our 
full energies to the church.  
We are grateful that God has blessed our church by filling core staff 
positions with individuals who are ideally suited for their roles. This core 
staffing plan is reflected in our budget for 2018, and we are grateful that 
your gifts empower this team to use their gifts for the sake of the gospel. 

 
 
 

 

by Mike Tilley 
But as you excel in everything . . . see that you excel in this act of 
grace also.   —2 Corinthians 8:7 

One of the best barometers of spiritual health is financial giving. Across 
the board, our deacons and elders identified broad-based giving as one of 
the most important goals for 2018. 
God in his grace has always provided for Lake Baldwin Church. As we look 
to the future, our faith is in God to provide for his church, through his 
people. We are so thankful for the many in our congregation who give 
sacrificially to support the worship and work of the church. 
In the latter half of 2017 we all began to see our expenses outpacing our 
giving. Since this was due to the filling of core staff positions, we 
anticipated that it would take time for our growth to catch up with our 
expenses. In the end, we are hopeful that God will stir all of our hearts to 
participate in light of the vision that God has given us. 
Our church will grow in spiritual and financial health as we see the joy of 
giving as a discipleship issue, not simply a budget issue. We don’t want 
people to give out of crisis or pressure, but rather out of a heart for the 
kingdom, shaped by grace. Look for these initiatives in 2018, all of which 
are designed to offer discipleship, practical help, and biblical teaching: 
• Financial Peace University, facilitated by Chelsea Cupps. We’d love for 

everyone to go through this financial course! 
• Journey of Generosity, facilitated by Tim Seneff. This visionary event 

offers a discipleship path and vision for those who want to grow in their 
stewardship. 

• Our January series will include two sermons offering biblical preaching 
on this topic vital to all of our hearts.  

Our growth budget for 2018 will be available for LBC members, upon 
request. We will continue to handle your gifts with integrity and 
confidentiality. 
Will you join us in the grace of giving? Our prayer is that each of us will 
joyfully participate, for our spiritual health, for the advance of the 
kingdom, and for God’s glory.

the future of staffing

the future of assimilation

the future of stewardship

2018 growth budget
$860,676 

2018 budget

$791,456 
2017 budget

“LBC has cultivated a very welcoming environment for new people 
to feel comfortable regardless of their biblical knowledge, personal 
journey or any other barriers, and it is easy to connect to a 
community group.”    —Angela Stromberg 

“A positive surprise to me has been the number of new, young 
families we've seen in a relatively short time span, and the number 
of babies born into our church in just a few months. . . Heather and 
her team in particular have done a tremendous job stepping up to 
create curriculum that feeds our children the gospel while keeping 
them engaged and enthusiastic.”    —Andy Vincent 

“People at LBC are ridiculously generous. They take care of their 
people. And there's no hint of ‘you must pay me back’ or ‘you have 
to earn this,’ but things are actually freely given.”    —Sam Stotts

what people are saying…

Staff Compensation 
Property 
Missions, Benevolence, Church Planting 
SPLASH Kids 
Ministry Operations 
Outreach 
Staff Development 
Worship 
LBC Youth 
Specialized Ministries 66%

10%
8%

4%

4%


